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SE "UKRGIPROTYAZHMASH" was founded in January 1928.
Institute specializes in developing complex design estimates for
construction, reconstruction and technical re-equipment of
enterprises of machine-building and metallurgical complex.
Over 85 years of existence the Institute has created a powerful
and modern logistics and information base, and has
established itself as a company with high professional image.
Institute has a high engineering capabilities, which allows for a comprehensive approach to the
development of projects in accordance with modern technological requirements.
Successes of our institute is based on the experience and professionalism of engineers, designers, their
responsibility, striving to improve their technical level and the ability to perform any task.
We invite you to cooperate for complex solution the issues of designing industrial facilities of any difficulty.
Best regards,
Direktor

Оksana Sytnyk

SE "UKRGIPROTYAZHMASH" has experienced, qualified personnel, equipped
with computer technology, has a large reference collection, which contributes
to the design and estimate documentation on the modern technical level.
SE "UKRGIPROTYAZHMASH" provides the following services:
 Complex project documentation of new construction, reconstruction and

technical re-equipment of factories of heavy and transport engineering,
including metallurgical and foundry.
 Inspection of technical condition of buildings and structures
 Network and facilities of engineering maintenance
 General plans of factories
 The design documentation
 Engineering services:
 Development of feasibility justifications;
 complex optimization of manufacture;
 Development of design and perspective technologies;
A uthor's supervision;
 supervision of the construction.

Network and facilities of engineering maintenance:
 gas supply (EMG, SHRP, GRPB and GRU, external and internal pipelines);

oxygen supply and the supply of nitrogen, argon (gasification plants, oxygen
plants ramp-bit, etc.);
 drinking water systems, fire-fighting and technical water (pumping stations,
cooling towers, water pipes, water softening systems, etc.);
systems of sewage treatment plants (effluent chemically polluted wastewater
and storages of purified water, etc.);
 power supply (main step-down substation, switchgear voltage of 6-35 kV
transformer substations, cables and overhead power lines);
instrumentation and automation of technological processes, drives
continuous transport, etc.);
electric lighting;
 energy saving
 heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems, including heating gas and
electric infrared emitters;
environmental protection systems (gas cleaning).

The construction documentation:
 continuous transport system (belt, plate, suspended, scraper conveyors, roller

conveyors, etc.).;
driven and non-driven transport trolley;
the hoppers and the hopper units;
pneumatic conveying systems;
non-standard equipment of ventilation systems (shelters, enclosures,
cameras, panels);
not standard stationary equipment (stands for assembly and welding stands of
installation of casting ladles, etc.);
 lifting and conveying special mechanisms and grippers.

Major projects developed in the period from 2005 to 2015:
 State Enterprise «Dnipropetrovs’k Scientific and Production complex «Electric Locomotives Building»
- the reconstruction project "Organization of production of electric locomotives“;
 Kremenchuk Steel Works- the project and working documentation for reconstruction of the factory to
increase production of wagon casting (large, medium and small) from 96 to 138 thous. tons per year;
MCC "Lugansk locomotive" - the project of the complex for the production of electric wagons and
trams;
 ENERGOMASHSPETSSTAL (Kramatorsk, Ukraine)«Reconstruction of forging and pressing production "- the
project and working documentation for the increase
production of forgings of up to 300% of forgings weighing
from 1.5 tons to 350.0 tons;
Public Joint Stock Company Kharkov Bearing Plant (PJSC
HARP)- the project and working documentation of the
complex of hot forging workpieces rings for bearing capacity of
21400 tonnes per year;
LLC «SLT» Moscow, RF - the technological part of the
project documentation for reconstruction of procuring
production of diesel engines.

Major projects developed in the period from 2005 to 2015:
PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY “KRYUKOVSKY
RAILWAY CAR BUILDING WORKS - project and working
documentation of the complex passenger car building
 JSC «RUZHIMMASH», The Republic Of Mordovia, RF –
the project and working documentation freight car building;
 LLC «VKM-STEEL» Saransk, Russia – newly created
capacities of factory for the production of large, medium and
small of wagon casting
 OJSC «Stakhanov RAILWAY CAR BUILDING WORKS »- a reconstruction of the factory with increased
production of freight wagons up to 12,000 units per year
 LLC "Current casting technology" Moscow, RF – technological part of the business plan for the
construction of a factory for the production products of aluminum alloys for automobile, aviation and
other industries
JSC "Novozybkovskiy Machine Building Plant" Novozybkov, RF – the reconstruction project to build
power plant for the production of freight wagons, cisterns and platforms.

JSC " Novokramatorsky Mashinostroitelny Zavod ",
Kramatorsk
The project of reconstruction of the steelmaking complex with electric arc furnace EAF-50t and
installation of secondary treatment of liquid steel "ladle-furnace", which will increase the production
volume of the liquid steel to 180.0 ths. tons / year.
The project received a positive conclusion of state examination.
Arc furnace EAF-50Т is put into operation in 2010.
The project of creating forging complex АКK-5000/70 in forging workshop №3.
Commissioned in 2011.

JSC «ENERGOMASHSPECSTAL»,
Kramatorsk
Reconstruction of Forging production,
including the transfer presses on oil drive.
This would increase the production of
forgings from 42 th. to 130 th. tons per year
weighing from 1 t. to 200 t. and single 300
tons in forging and this work is provided by
the electric power engineering of Ukraine and
CIS countries.
The project was approved in 2008 and
implemented in 2012.

JSC «VKM-STEEL»,
Saransk, The Republic Of Mordovia, RF
Reconstruction of the plant, which previously produces iron castings for the production of
wagon casting on11.0 th. wagonsets per year. Within the scope of reconstruction: steel
workshop №3, construction of a new smelting redistribution with installation of three
furnaces DC ДПС-12 and gas cleaning, lines of vacuum-film forming VDK-10 (Germany)
3000х1800х500/500,
rod machine company "Laempe"
(Italy), mechanized line of
butchering bushes,
welding defects and delivery of
casting, heat treatment,
mechanical machining and
primer.

JSC «Kremenchug's steel works»
Kremenchg, Ukraine
The project of reconstruction of the plant with bringing power to 138.0 ths. tons per year of wagon
casting.
The project covered the reconstruction of existing workshops: steel workshop, place for preparation
of molding materials, the warehouse of sand and bentonite and involved the construction of new
facilities: place for regeneration of sand, place for slag processing and refractory materials, place for
preparation fluxes.
The project was decided about the
organization of the mechanical
assembly production to
produce carcasses of trucks 48 th. un.
in year.
In the workshops of mechanical
assembly production were designed
mechanized line for processing large
wagon casting with installation
new progressive equipment,
assembly line carcass of truck.

State Enterprise «Dnipropetrovs’k Scientific and Production complex
«Electric Locomotives Building»

The project of reconstuction
SE «Electric Locomotives Building»
production of main electric AC and DC
for the railways of Ukraine and CIS
countries.

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY
“KRYUKOVSKY RAILWAY CAR BUILDING WORKS”
The project of creating a complex passenger
carriages, power - 300 wagons per year. The
project provided accommodate production of
passenger cars of locomotive traction, subway
trains, rail buses, high-speed trains with a speed
of 220 km/h on the squares of newly built (area
of 20,000 sq m) assembly and welding housing,
existing and reconstructed area of the factory.
The project was developed in 2007.
The project was approved by the state
examination and was approved in 2008.
Currently power were put into operation.

SE «UKRGIPROTYAZHMASH» operates on the basis of:
certificate №0120/1-2010-00212630-П-2, issued by “BELASPO”
"About admission to a certain type or types of works which influence the security of capital construction“,
Russian Federation.
Qualification certificate:

STATE ENTERPRISE "UKRAINIAN STATE INSTITUTE ON DESIGNING PLANT OF HEAVY MACHINERY"
SE «UKRGIPROTYAZHMASH»
61068 UKRAINE KHARKOV pr. MOSKOVSKIY 151
TEL/FAX: +38 (057) 732-54-28, 768-09-31
E-mail: ugtm@ukrpost.ua
nio@ugtm-proekt.com.ua
HTTP: www.ugtm-proekt.com.ua

